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basswood honey in future, we would
-step down and out of that part of the
business.

We should like some of our friends
-who have old.and poor queens which they
,wish superceded to try the following ex-
periment :-Raise the corner of the quilt
,on top of the frames, just about dark so
-carefully that no bees become excited,
-or if they do notice the movement, and
:start to crawl out, give them the
least possible puff of smoke, allowing it
to roll in so slowly that it will fall on
-the bees as it were-this will cause them
to move back quietly without disturbing
any. When all is quiet allow a young
queen to pass in, and drop the quilt-
carefully watch the result, and give the
readers of the JOURNAL the benefit of
your experiment. We venture the
opinion that the young queen will kill
the old one. If we take an old queen
and a young one, and put them under a
glass, allowing them to fight, the old
queen being somewhat infirm if she is
laymg, will be overcome by the more
nimble and vigorous young one. This
being the case, we believe young queens
can be easily introduced in some sly,
:unnotic3able way without much trouble.
If she entersthe hive thus and is allowed
,her freedom, she is very much the same
as a queen that had just hatched in the
hive that was strong and vigorous.

We tried an experiment recently
in our own bee yard which may suggest to
some one an idea for a swarm catcher
-which will be much handier than any-
thing we now have, and prevent the bees
alighting in high trees or other inacces-
sible places. The discovery happened
as follows: In one of our hives we had
a division board across the back, which
had been left chere by mistake, and had
a good deal of comb attached to it. Just
as we were removing it a swarm issued
from a neighboring hive, and several of
the bees seemed attracted by the comt,
and alighted on the divisio- board which
,we held in our hand. Au idea struck us
that we might use this attraction to ad-
vantage, and accordingly we held the
board in front of the hive, catching seve-
ral more bees, and then we carried the
<ivision board with its bees across to a
tree upon which a former swarnm had
alighted, and laid it across the limb with
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the comb hanging down. In a
short time the other bees commenced 0

alight upon it until -Il were settled do"!
with the exception of a dozen or so.
thea carried the board to the stand '
wished to hive the bees upon, the ta'
ones following us, and set the boatdo
front of the hive. Only a few minuta
elapsed until the bees began to droP
the board and run in the hive, and Wh
the majority had done so we shook'
the rest, and they followed. We carrîi
the division board back to the tro
and set it again upon the limb, and t<0

other swarms have since alighted "
it and been easily hived. The questI'
arises-cannot something valuable D
worked out along this line ?

**
CAN any of oui friends tell us W

causes the strong odor of a swar1%
bees when swarming, and after th
have clustered. Is it because they
around on a hot day with a heavy
nf honey in their abdomens until th
perspire, or they breathe so rapidly ;
there being s> many of them, that,,
smell their breath. The pecuhar
is very attractive to other swarms.

* *b

Our Simpson honey plant is just br
ginning to bloom nicely, and the b
seem to work on it with a great dea
vigor. From one to six bees caD
counted on a ball of the plant, buittbe
think that is ow'ng in a measure, tO
partial absenceof honey in other floO
We cannot see that our bees have stor
any surplus from it, perhaps it i5
cause we only have a few dozen plaa'

* pIi
Picking cherries in the bee-yard, e

watching the bzes for swarms, is a I
pleasant occupation. We find thefr
a nack, or perhaps we should say,
is a right a.nd wrong way to çick
ries. Two of our young men t
tree and started to pick from be
The'y kept reaching up over their
and when they could not reach j1
more, would go up a little higher.,
this way they worked very industro
But by t-e time they had half a P
had picked a pailtul. They woon,-
how it was that we had pickedso1> f
in such short time, we told them tf
.vould get above the cherries, and
the fruit to hang into their handt
could pull them off just as fast


